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WORKING WITH DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS
THIS YEAR WE HAVE ACHIEVED:

6 SHORTLISTED PROJECTS
IN THE RESTAURANT & BAR DESIGN AWARDS 2015

SHORTLISTED
AT THE INAUGURAL DARC AWARDS

HELLO AGAIN...
Thank you for taking the time to read the latest edition of ‘Enlightened’.
As always, much has been happening at Northern Lights since our
summer edition. Product development gathers pace, with the addition
of new ranges into both our own collections and also ‘Labels’, our
curated collection of stunning designs from smaller, more niche
lighting designers.
The Hotel Show Dubai took place at the end of September – reviewed
on page 22 - and we are looking forward to the Sleep Event at the end
of November in London. Maybe we will see you there or at our new
shared showroom / meeting space at The Vault in Clerkenwell
showcased on page 23.
People are the lifeblood of any business and we are delighted to
welcome the new faces in the Internal Sales department as well as
introducing Greg Sutherland, our new Head of Operations. Greg is
tasked with the triple job of working on skills, capacity and key
processes and we look forward to reporting on the progress in these
areas over the coming months.
The core of this issue concerns our work in hotels both in the UK and
the Middle East. Hilton at The Ageas Bowl has for sporting reasons
been literally all over our TV screens this summer due to The Ashes
series. With the football World Cup in Qatar in 2022 and the World
Expo in Dubai in 2020, maybe our connections with top level
international events are stronger than we think – these occasions
certainly demand hotel rooms and as you will see Northern Lights has
already been awarded several major contracts.
Finally we have again been extremely successful in the local and
regional Chamber of Commerce business awards. To win the award for
‘High Growth Business of the Year’ in the East Midlands, a region which
is the second fastest growing in the UK, is a major achievement. Add in
the same accolade for ‘Exporter of the Year’ and soon we will lose our
‘best kept secret’ tag. Congratulations to all involved in gaining this
recognition – a whole team success.
We hope you find this edition as ‘enlightening’ as usual –
we will see you again in the spring.

Paul Wade
Managing Director
Northern Lights (Chesterﬁeld) Ltd

ENLIGHTENED
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HOWZAT FOR A
LIGHTING SCHEME
PREPARE TO BE BOWLED OVER
WITH HILTON AT THE AGEAS BOWL
OPENED IN MAY 2015 HILTON AT
THE AGEAS BOWL IS TRULY A
L ANDMARK PROJECT.
NEVER BEFORE HAS A HOTEL
BEEN SO INTEGRATED INTO A
CRICKET GROUND THAT MANY OF
ITS GUEST ROOMS DOUBLE AS
HOSPITALIT Y BOXES ON MATCH
DAYS. IT ALSO FEATURES THE
FIRST RESTAURANT BEARING THE
NICKNAME OF CRICKETING
LEGEND SIR IAN ‘BEEFY’ BOTHAM,
THE FIRST HILTON EFOREA SPA
AND THE L ARGEST BALLROOM IN
THE REGION, CAPABLE OF
HOLDING UP TO 700 PEOPLE.
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THE BRIEF
A unique venue demands a unique interior scheme. Created by Falconer Chester Hall Architects, the
contemporary interior brings together the site’s sporting background, its historic connections and the
beautiful countryside that surrounds the city.
The overall lighting scheme specified by the interior designers features neutral shades and subtle textures
with visual interest added through hints of brass. Clean lines and a minimalist style underpin the subtle
sporting references, while in the spa organic shapes and sumptuous fabrics generate a warm and relaxing
atmosphere.
In order to develop the diverse range of light fittings required within the time frame as well as manage the
supply chain effectively, the interior designers turned to Northern Lights for a complete lighting solution.
Taking on the task of developing and manufacturing the entire decorative lighting scheme, the Northern
Lights project team communicated with the interior designers every step of the way, ensuring that the
fittings fully realised the design intent. In addition, the close cooperation between our in-house design and
the production teams guaranteed that the fittings met the exacting specifications.

THE SOLUTION - THE LOBBY
Normally for a luxury hotel like this, a large-scale bespoke lighting feature is the best way to create a
dramatic first impression. However in order to maximise the feeling of space, the interior designers proposed
a group of minimalist three-ring pendants for the lobby. The key challenge was to make a relatively heavy
metal structure seemingly float in the air. To achieve this we laser cut rings with rolled and welded sides to
fabricate a 'channel' with LED strips attached to the internal faces. The base diffuser was then fixed onto
tags within the framework.

ENLIGHTENED
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The floating effect enhances the gentle glow from the LED strips
concealed inside the rings. The acrylic diffusers at the bottom of the
rings ensure that the light is distributed evenly, minimising the
possibility of glare. The elegance of the simple shapes is highlighted
by the brushed brass finish which provides a subtle contrast to a
colour palette featuring earthy browns and soft greys. Stunning
despite their simplicity, the pendants are unique and memorable.
The reception desks feature three tall table lamps with circular metal
bases and frosted acrylic tube shades. Fixed to the reception desk,
each lamp measures 750mm high. The bronze finish echoes the
feature pendants in the lobby, creating a subtle connection between
different areas.

RESTAURANT AND BARS
Beefy’s Restaurant – the first from cricketing legend Sir Ian ‘Beefy’
Botham - has a classic and warm feel with parquet flooring and
wooden panelling. The interior designers developed a 1920’s theme
when fashion and lavish living played a large part in the creation of
Southampton’s heritage – ‘the gateway to the world’.
To complement the rich textures and enhance the luxury feel, we
installed a group of stunning 2.8m diameter chandeliers. Adding an
opulent touch to the restaurant, each chandelier comprises eight
angular arms with LED candle lights and a black sheer fabric shade.
The light bounces off the shade onto the blackened steel arms,
allowing a gentle glow to cascade around the dining tables.
In contrast the geometric chandeliers with opal glass balls in the
Sports Bar bring a trendy industrial touch. This helps create a more
dynamic and relaxing setting for guests to enjoy a casual drink. Along
the bar area the small but equally impressive ceiling lights feature a
cast brass shade in a polished finish with protruding LED lamps.
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BALLROOM AND MEETING ROOMS
With more than 1500sq. m of event space, the stylish Ageas ballroom
is one of the largest ballroom facilities in the South of England. It can
hold up to 700 people or be divided to suit smaller parties. Due to its
size and multi-functional nature, the light fittings needed to be eyecatching but not overpowering. Twelve two-tier fabric drum pendants
were installed with the largest shade measuring 2m in diameter.
Featuring bullseye fabric with a contrasting metal trim in blackened
steel, the sleek chandeliers add a touch of glamour to the vast space,
whilst providing the maximum flexibility required.
The meeting rooms continue the use of earthy colours and natural
materials such as wood and leather, but lightened and freshened with
soft grey and warm white to make them more suitable for day time
meetings. The rectangular pendants feature a grey silk outer shade
covering an ivory inner shade with a metal frame in blackened steel
adding visual interest. The opal acrylic bottom panel diffuses the light
to cast a soft glow.
Standard table lamps from Northern Lights with golden and brass
accents were specified in the breakout areas.

THE SPA
The first of its kind in the UK, the eforea spa takes guests on a
journey of relaxation and self-discovery. To facilitate the changing
mood from the transition lounge, the spa café and the treatment
rooms, lighting in the spa areas is a mixture of decorative pendants,
accent floor lamps and wall lights. Contrasting with the teal colour of
the sofas in the transition lounge, the silk pendants are in a
comforting cream colour. We had to individually roll the wires to
achieve the organic shapes required and hand apply the delicate
fabrics to the frames.

GUEST ROOMS
All guest rooms boast stunning views either over the cricket ground
or the golf course. Many of the pitch-side bedrooms feature full
length floor-to-ceiling windows which maximise the natural light and
have a great view of the playing area. The lighting scheme focuses on
using neutral colours and subtle textures to complement the muted
interior scheme, enhancing the sense of comfort whilst providing
sufficient task lighting. The pendants, table and floor lamps all
feature coordinated cream cotton shades. The wooden bails on the
pendants need no clues as to their inspiration. The bedside lighting
was provided by wall lights with an adjustable LED head, offering
bright and multi-directional illumination.
Photography: Michael Whitestone Photography

ENLIGHTENED
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WORKING WITH...
FALCONER CHESTER HALL ARCHITECTS SHARES AN INSIGHT INTO DEVELOPING THE INTERIOR SCHEME
FOR THE HILTON AT THE AGEAS BOWL AND THE ROLE THE LIGHTING SCHEME HAS PL AYED.
Our design for the Hilton at The Ageas Bowl included all
public areas and 174 generous guest rooms. The project
was unique in that it is an integral part of the cricket
ground as well as surrounded by beautiful landscape
and in a city rich in history. The challenge lay in the fact
that the interior had to reflect the sporting connections
but also appeal to the wider audience, supporting the
hotel’s position as a premier leisure and conference
destination in the South of England.

Together we were able to introduce some great features.
The three-ring pendants create a long-lasting first
impression without compromising the feeling of space in
the lobby. In the restaurant, the opulent atmosphere was
achieved by a combination of quirky pendants and sleek
ceiling lights. Adding bespoke elements such as a
cricket bail inspired accessory to the bedside pendants
was straightforward thanks to the design and
manufacturing expertise from Northern Lights.

We have adopted a balanced approach – using rich
colours and natural materials to accentuate the stunning
countryside, and then combining organic shapes and
patterns with bright accents to add visual interest. The
lighting brief was to develop a wide range of fittings
rather than a single show-stopping centrepiece,
incorporating key materials and finishes to link the
different areas throughout the venue whilst meeting the
respective functional and aesthetic requirements.

When the first ball was bowled at the Ageas Bowl in May
2015 and the Hilton opened its doors, it marked the
completion of a long, challenging and exciting project. It
is fantastic to see so many individual fittings come
together to form such a comprehensive and coherent
lighting scheme which plays an important part in
creating the luxurious and inviting space, which
welcomes guests to the Hilton at The Ageas Bowl.

We worked very closely with Northern Lights to develop
the decorative lighting scheme from the early stages of
the project. Their product catalogues have been a source
of inspiration and their ability to develop bespoke
fittings is crucial in achieving the desired look and feel.
The lighting designers were very good at translating our
concepts and ideas through technical drawings and
specifications. The key finishes – blackened steel and
brass finish were delivered accurately and impeccably.
Northern Lights is also very efficient in communicating
quotations, production updates and delivery information,
which has made managing such a big project a lot less
stressful!
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www.fcharchitects.com
London Office
5th Floor Caroline House
55-57 High Holborn
London WC1V 6DX
Tel: +44 (0)203 137 7393

Liverpool Office
No 12 Temple Street
Liverpool
L2 5RH
Tel: +44 (0)151 243 5800

Kuala Lumpur Office
B-18-3, The Troika
Jalan Binjai
50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3 2858 6401

ENLIGHTENED
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ILLUMINATING
Bespoke
lighting is an
essential part of any Dubai
hotel interior. The design and
engineering challenges are
invariably exciting, the project management always
demanding of our best. But in cooperation with our agent Vann
FID the results are always outstanding.
In many ways Dubai is an inspiration. In the last 50 years it has been
transformed from a pearl-trading village to the global city and business
hub of the Middle East with spectacular skylines and dazzling urban
architecture.
Our first project in Dubai was installed in 2006. Over the years we have
seen the city and our involvement in the region grow rapidly together. In
2015 alone we delivered three high profile projects: Habtoor Grand Beach
Resort & Spa, The H Dubai and Hyatt Regency Dubai Creek Heights. Each
project was a journey of discovery – how materials and structures worked
together to create magic!
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The H Dubai – No. 1 Sheikh Zayed Road. On the same road you will
find Burj Khalifa – the tallest building in the world - and The Dubai
Mall – the largest shopping mall in the world. At such a prestigious
location, the H Dubai is anything but ordinary with its grand and
glamorous interior and wonderful levels of service.
Greeting customers in the reception are three large scale ring
chandeliers with metal rings in a black patinated bronze finish with
contrasting crystal chains. Measuring 2.8m in diameter, the chandeliers
are discreetly lit by LED strips concealed in the rolled sections of the

rings. Matching crystal wall lights complete the splendid yet inviting
look of the lobby.
Continuing the dramatic theme, a group of giant floor lamps decorate
the lobby seating area. Each floor lamp is more than 3.5m tall with
luxury black cotton circular shades. They form an enticing display that
sets a contemporary tone.
Interior design: LWD Interiors

ENLIGHTENED
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In Arabic Al Dhiyafa means
‘hospitality’. Located on the lobby
level of the Habtoor Grand Beach
Resort & Spa, the 24 hour
restaurant offers cuisine from all
over the world in a contemporary
and sophisticated setting.
The refreshing decor blends
seamlessly with the fantastic view of
The Palm. A combination of
luxurious chandeliers, modern
pendants and quirky wall lights were
specified to accentuate the eclectic
flavours of the food on offer.
The main chandeliers feature
twisted steel branches that resemble
twigs mixed with tear drop crystal
shapes. The brushed steel finish
contrasts beautifully with the
dazzling crystal drops.
Customers can also dine under the
cluster pendants, a group of ten
mild steel tubes with a powder
coated brass finish inside and out.
Illuminated by 50w dichroic lamps,
the pendants cast a gentle glow
over the dining tables.
Adding an oriental touch, the lantern
inspired pendants were made from
laser-cut steel strips in a gloss
bronze finish. The strips were
hand-rolled to form the organic
shape of the fittings.
Interior design: WA International
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Situated within Dubai Healthcare
City, this five star hotel in Dubai is at
a crossroads between the bustling
downtown and the charming old
city. With a botanical theme, the
interior of the hotel is understated
luxury.
In the lobby you will see the
magnificent fibre optic chandelier,
more than 3m high, made of fibre
optic strands with hand-blown glass
flowers in tinted pink and orange.
Customers can also work out in the
gym which is lit by several
rectangular bespoke chandeliers
featuring rain-drop glass in a
vacuum metallised chrome finish.
The glass drops are suspended at
various heights to give an organic
and free-flowing feel.
Interior design: KCA International
The success of these projects
together with help from our local
agent Vann FID have firmly
established Northern Lights as a
premier British lighting design and
manufacturing company in the
Middle East.
On-going projects include The St
Regis Dubai Al Habtoor City, The
Westin Dubai Al Habtoor City,
Marriott Courtyard Hotel Riyadh
and Hyatt Regency Riyadh.

ENLIGHTENED
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AND THE WINNER IS…

NORTHERN LIGHTS
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NORTHERN LIGHTS HAS EMERGED AS THE BIGGEST
WINNER IN THIS YEAR’S EAST MIDLANDS CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE BUSINESS AWARDS.
HERE’S HOW WE DID IT.
Northern Lights has scooped two top accolades at this year’s Derbyshire
Chamber of Commerce Business Awards – winning both Exporter of the
Year and High Growth Business of the Year and we went on to win the
wider regional competition in the East Midlands, beating off winners from
Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire.
The prestigious awards were announced at a gala dinner at the
Roundhouse, Derby which was attended by more than 200 leading
business figures across Derbyshire.
Accepting the winner’s trophy, John Fleming, Director said: ‘It is an
incredible moment. From the beginning Northern Lights always aimed to
be the best – the best in the county, the best in the country and the best
in the market. We are developing complicated lighting schemes and
competing globally now, but the core values of the company have never
changed – to listen to our customers, to be innovative and to push the
limits of design as far as we can.’
The wins marked a phenomenal year for Northern Lights. We have
achieved record sales, delivering a string of high-profile projects
worldwide for brands such as Premier Inn, Costa Coffee, Hilton, Jamie’s
Italian, Café Rouge, Bella Italia and Pizza Express. After significant
investment in production and the successful implementation of lean
manufacturing principles, we now have one of the largest and most
efficient bespoke decorative lighting factories in the UK with a thriving
workforce.
‘I want to thank all our customers. We would not have won without your
trust and support. You are our constant inspiration.’ John said, ‘Thank you
to all our employees. These awards are a recognition of all your hard
work, professionalism and dedication.’
After winning the Derbyshire awards, Northern Lights went on to win the
East Midlands awards in both categories, beating off competition from
Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire – the only company to have won two
regional awards. We will now represent the East Midlands at the National
Awards ceremony in London in November. Watch this space!

ENLIGHTENED
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LABELS
ANOTHER NEW
LABEL ADDED TO
OUR WEBSITE

Envy is a brand of FB Internacional which has
been in the decorative lighting industry for more
than 25 years. Since its inception in 1988, the
company has earned a great reputation for its
creativity and high-quality products.
The beautiful colours and elegant forms add
luxury and sophistication to any space.
Order from Northern Lights and enjoy a true
one-stop hassle free unlimited lighting service
More on:
www.northern-lights.co.uk/labels/envylighting
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WIRED! - PENDANTS
NEW PRODUCTS

Circular wire frame pendant with internal
diffuser shown in a powder coated lemon
yellow.
Supplied with black braided cable.

Other finishes available, please contact us
for details.
Order Code: NB736
Diameter: 850MM
Height: 161MM

Geometric wire frame pendant shown
in a powder coated teal finish.
Supplied with white braided cable.
Contemporary design with an industrial
twist.
Other finishes available, please contact
us for details.
Order Code: NB737
Diameter: 496MM
Height: 452MM

TURN TO PAGE 18 TO READ MORE ABOUT HOW WE MAKE THE WIRED! RANGE OF PRODUCTS
ENLIGHTENED
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THE MAKING OF WIRED!

THE BEAUTY OF MAKING WIRED! IS THAT THE PROCESS INVOLVES BOTH SKILLED CRAFTSMANSHIP AND A

PRECISION AUTOMATED PROCESS. FROM THE FIRST CUT OF THE WIRE TO THE FINAL FINISHING TOUCHES,
EVERY DETAIL OF THE WIRED! RANGE IS CRAFTED BY OUR HIGHLY-EXPERIENCED ARTISAN WORKERS.
We are one of the few remaining companies in the UK who have in-house
wire frame production facilities. This gives us an extra edge to push the
limits of what can be produced in different forms and structures.
In 2012 we purchased a range of bespoke frame making equipment from
a factory which had been manufacturing frames for fabric shades for
many years including supplying high street brands such as Marks &
Spencer. The machinery was refurbished and re-purposed by our skilled
craftspeople, enabling us to produce a comprehensive range of wire
frames.
In addition to standard products, we also work in partnership with
designers to make high quality and creative wired light fittings from a
single shade to a multi-tier pendant with intricate geometric patterns.
The authentic and unique designs can be seen in many places from
KFC restaurants to Malmaison Hotels.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING ASSESSMENT
The fittings start their life on the metaphorical drawing board – now of
course recognised as the highly sophisticated 3D CAD software
SolidWorks. Our designers follow the latest trends to create and design,
adding their own interpretation to give each design a distinct personality.
The drawings then have to be carefully assessed technically to decide
the best route to manufacture.

CUTTING AND BENDING
After cutting the steel strips, our metalworkers transform the length of
wire into delicate shapes using different bending techniques. Our
forming machine is capable of producing wire circles up to 800mm in
diameter and anything larger can be achieved using an electric roller.
The team has developed a range of custom forming tools, giving our
designers a large amount of design freedom.
For more irregular shapes, the team will work from a pre-made profile
to bend the wire by hand – our craftsmen are amongst the most
experienced in the industry and can produce a wide variety of frames.
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WELDING
We use an induction welder which generates a high
temperature through an electric current. The welding points
generate a permanent bond between the material interfaces.

FINISHING
A distinctive and unique finish brings the fittings to life. That
is why we have an in-house finishing team capable of
delivering a huge variety of finishes from standard RAL and
Pantone colours to antique brass and verdigris. All of our
Wired! fittings come with a wide range of finish options. We
can develop bespoke finishes if required.

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
Many designers specify decorative filament and LED lamps for
Wired! fittings. We also stock a range of brightly coloured smooth
or twisted silk flexes which are proving extremely popular.

TEST AND INSPECTION
Before delivery every fitting will go through a rigorous testing
process to ensure it complies with the EU Electrical Equipment
Safety Regulations. The inspection team also performs the final
quality check before the fittings are packed and delivered to our
customers.

BESPOKE CREATIONS

In addition to our own ‘Wired!’ range, we have
also worked with many interior designers and

hospitality groups to develop bespoke wired light
fittings. The largest wire frame fitting we have
produced was over 1.2m in diameter. Many of our
bespoke fittings feature multiple tiers and
complex structures. If you have an idea in mind
and want to turn it into reality, just get in touch!

ENLIGHTENED
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MORE UNLIMITED LIGHTING
FOR WHITBREAD PLC

NORTHERN LIGHTS IS THE

SOLE OR MAJOR

NORTHERN LIGHTS HAS ONCE AGAIN

DECORATIVE LIGHTING

SEALED LONG-TERM CONTRACTS WITH

SUPPLIER TO ALL 7 OF THE

THE UK’S LARGEST HOSPITALITY

WHITBREAD BRANDS

COMPANY - WHITBREAD PLC, FURTHER
CEMENTING OUR POSITION AS THE
UK’S LEADING DECORATIVE LIGHTING
SUPPLIER TO THE HOSPITALITY MARKET.
Northern Lights is delighted to have been re-appointed to supply
decorative lighting to Whitbread PLC. This continues our
long-term relationship with Whitbread, which runs the UK’s largest
hotel chain - Premier Inn and the UK’s favourite coffee shop chain,
Costa.
Working closely with Whitbread’s Procurement Team and its
appointed interior designers we supply bespoke creative lighting
solutions to brands including Premier Inn, Beefeater and Brewers
Fayre as well as managing the roll-out schemes both nationally and
internationally.

‘Whitbread has exciting plans for the future
and we are delighted that Northern Lights will
continue to play a key role in our development’
- David Osborne, Purchasing Manager at Whitbread.
With plans announced to grow Premier Inn to 85,000 rooms by 2020
Whitbread will be busier than ever in expanding the UK’s favourite
hotel chain along with its restaurant brands - Beefeater, Brewers
Fayre, Whitbread Inns, Table Table and Taybarns.
Northern Lights has been working with Whitbread for over 20 years.
Our in-house design and manufacturing facilities in the UK mean that
we can look forward to developing new exciting schemes in the years
to come.
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NEW PEOPLE
GREG SUTHERLAND

HEAD OF OPERATIONS

WE SAY
Greg Sutherland joined Northern Lights as Head of Operations in August 2015. As part of Northern Lights'
Senior Management Team, Greg's key responsibility is to improve productivity whilst ensuring that Health and
Safety remains high on the agenda.
Greg has a strong background in manufacturing and is a qualified Black Belt in Lean techniques, having held
several senior roles in leading manufacturing companies. He has worked in various industries including
Thermoplastics, Electronics, Automotive and Refrigeration and he also has experience of running operations in
China. He will build on the success of our 5S implementation to further improve operational efficiency and
ultimately deliver even better product quality and shorter lead times for our customers.

HE SAYS
Northern Lights makes world class products and has a clear manufacturing strategy for the future. I look forward
to playing my part in making the company the No.1 bespoke manufacturer in the UK.
Greg can be contacted at greg@northern-lights.co.uk

JULIE WRIGHT

HANNAH TINDALE

ACCOUNT MANAGER

ACCOUNT MANAGER

Julie had been working in customer
service for over five years before joining
Northern Lights.

Hannah trained as a graphic designer so
this enables her to understand the
aesthetic side of the lighting projects she
now deals with.

Having worked in a fast-moving
environment, she is highly organised
and used to running multiple projects
simultaneously.
Julie can be contacted at
julie@northern-lights.co.uk

She is now the main point of contact for
Bella Italia projects.
Hannah can be contacted at
hannah@northern-lights.co.uk

LAURA BARRETT

HOPE ASHLEY-WILSON

ACCOUNT MANAGER

ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT

Joining us from BT in July Laura is the
newest member of the Internal Sales
team. Bringing with her more than 14
years’ experience of customer service,
she has already overseen projects from
quotation to delivery.

Hope joined us in September as an
Administrative Assistant.
She will provide administrative support for
the Internal Sales team, assisting in all
aspects of office administration.

Laura can be contacted at
laura@northern-lights.co.uk

Hope can be contacted at
hope@northern-lights.co.uk

ENLIGHTENED
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THE HOTEL SHOW - DUBAI
WE HAD THREE FANTASTIC DAYS AT THE HOTEL SHOW DUBAI. THERE
WAS NO DOUBT OUR STAND WAS ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR –
HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SHOW.
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WELCOME TO THE VAULT
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT NORTHERN LIGHTS HAS JOINED THE VAULT –
A SHARED SHOWROOM AND OFFICE LOCATED IN CLERKENWELL, LONDON.
THIS GIVES US A PLATFORM TO SHOWCASE OUR LATEST PRODUCTS RIGHT IN THE HEART
OF LONDON’S CREATIVE CENTRE. WE HAVE ALREADY HAD EXCITING PRODUCT
LAUNCHES AND HAVE CUSTOMER EVENTS PLANNED FOR THE FUTURE.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE.

MEMBERS OF THE VAULT

LOCATION:

The Vault is a consortium of 10 companies, providing
floor to ceiling value-added products to the
commercial market.

The Vault 5-8 St John’s Lane,
London EC1M 4BF

The other members are:
Atkinson Contract Services, Balma, James Tobias,
Forza Doors, Decca Contract, Leyform S.p.A,
Imagine Hospitality Interiors, J+J Flooring Group
and CE Solutions

Nearest Train Station:
Farringdon Station
Nearest Tube Stations:
Farringdon Tube Station
& The Barbican

SAVE THE DATE FOR SLEEP 2015
24.11.15 10:00-20:00
25.11.15 10:00-18:00
STAND M16

SHOWCASING OUR LATEST PRODUCTS AND BESPOKE CREATIONS FOR HOTELS

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE
ENLIGHTENED
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24.11.15 10:00-20:00
25.11.15 10:00-18:00
STAND M16

FIND OUT WHAT’S HAPPENING AT
NORTHERN LIGHTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

Northern Lights (Chesterﬁeld) Ltd
Hardwick View Road, Holmewood Industrial Estate,
Holmewood, Chesterﬁeld, S42 5SA
T: 01246 858750 F: 01246 858751
W: www.northern-lights.co.uk E: sales@northern-lights.co.uk
DUBAI OFFICE:
C/O Vann Furniture & Interior Design JLT,
Contact: Espino Soodbakhsh, P.O.Box 643614, Dubai, UAE
T: +97 14360 5269 E: info@vann-ﬁd.com
If you do not wish to receive further issues of this magazine please email: editor@northern-lights.co.uk
E & OE Disclaimer Statement
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied herein, Northern Lights cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.

